
action, –, , , , 
free, xix, , –, , , , , –, ; see

also freedom
human, , 
involuntary, xx, , 
mixed, 
natural, 
necessary, –, , , , 
spontaneous: see spontaneity
violent, 
voluntary, xiv, xix, , –, –, , ,

–; necessity of, , –, –, –
actuality, 
actus elicitus and actus imperatus, , –, ,

–, –
Adam, –, –, 
agent, xvi, –, , , 

contingent, –, , 
free, xviii, , , , , , ; ordinary

definition of, –, , –, –; see also
freedom; man: free

necessary, , 
voluntary, xviii, , , , 

angel, xiii, , –, –, 
animal (nonrational), xiii, xx, –, , , ,

, 
appetite, , , , , –, , 

rational, , –
sensitive, xxi, , , , , 
see also desire

Apuleius, 
Aquinas, Thomas, xv, , , , , , , 
Aristotelianism, xii
Aristotle, xix, , , , , , , , 
Arminianism, xi, xv, , 
Arminius, Jacobus, xi, 
Augustine, Saint, , , 

Aulus Gellius, 
aversion, –, , 
Ayers, Michael, xxx

Baculinum, , –
beast: see animal (nonrational)
beginning, xvi, , –, , , , 
Bellarmino, Roberto, xv, , 
Bible, x, xxi, –, , –, , , , 

Authorized (King James) version, xxxiii
Vulgate, 

Brown, K. C., xxx

Caesar, , 
Calvin, Jean, xi, , , 
Cambridge History of Seventeenth-Century

Philosophy, xxii
category mistake, xvi
Cato, 
cause, xiv, xvi–xviii, –, –, , –, 


eternal, , ; see also God: as cause
extrinsic, , –, , , , 
first, –, , , ; see also God: as cause
free, , 
intrinsic, 
necessary, xvi, –, , , , , , 
second, –, , , , 
sufficient, xvi, , , , , 
total, xvii–xviii, , , –, , 
whole: see cause: total

Cavendish, Sir Charles, , 
chance, , , , , , , 
choice, xiv, , , , –, , , 

free, , , , 
Christianity, , , , , , , , 
Chrysippus, 
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Church, , , 
reformed, , 
Roman, 

Cicero, , 
Claudian, 
coaction, , , 
coarctation, 
command, , , , , –, 

of the will, , , , 
commonwealth, , , , , –, 
compatibilism, xi, xv, xix, xxiii, –
compulsion, xx, –, –, –, , , –
consequences, good and evil, , , , , ,

–
consultation: see deliberation
contingency, , , , 
contingents, future, , 
crime, , , , , 
Curley, Edwin, xxix

Daniel, 
David, , 
Davies, John, of Kidwelly, x, xxvi, xxxii, 
De cive, 
deliberation, –, –, –, , , , 

and freedom, xxi–xxii, , –, , 
and imagination, , , –, 
and will, xix–xx, –, –

desire, xii–xiii, , , 
free, 
voluntary, 
see also appetite

destiny, , , 
determination, –, , , , –, , 

of an agent by himself, xvi, , , , 
antecedent, , , 
extrinsic, , , –, , 
free, , 
intrinsic, –
moral, , –, , 
natural, –, , , 
to one, , , , , , 
physical: see determination: natural
of the will, , , , , , , ; of an

agent by the agent himself, , ; by itself,
xv, , 

determinism, xi, xv, xix, xxiii
devil, , 
dictate of the understanding: see judgement: of

the understanding
Dictionary of National Biography, xxiv
Diogenes Laertius, , , , , 
dominion, , , , 

of an agent over his own actions, 

of the will over itself, 
of the will over its own actions, , 
see also God: dominion of

effect: see cause
efficacy

moral, , –, , 
natural, , –, , , 
physical: see efficacy: natural

election: see choice
endeavour, , 
eternity, –, , , 
ethics, xiii–xiv, xxii–xxiii, –, –, –, 
Euripides, 
evil, , , –, , 

see also good and evil

faculty: see power (faculty)
fancy: see imagination
Farrar, Austin, xxix
fate: see destiny
fear, , , , –, , , 
Fischer, John Martin, xxx
force, xx, –, , , –, –
fortune: see chance
freedom, x, xxii–xxiii

according to Bramhall, xiv–xv, xx–xxii, , ,
–, –, –, 

according to Hobbes, xv–xvi, xviii–xix,
xxi–xxii, –, , –, , –, , 

to act: see action: free
of an agent: see agent: free
of choice: see choice: free
to choose: see choice: free
from compulsion, –, –, 
and deliberation, , –, –, , , 
to desire: see desire: free
of a man: see man: free
natural, 
from necessitation, , –, , –, , ,


of the will: see will: free
to will: see will: free
of willing: see will: free
see also action: free; agent: free; liberty: of

exercise and of specification; liberty:
proofs of

free-will, , , , , , , , 
problem of, xxiii
see also will: free

Garber, Daniel, xxx
Gaskin, G. C. A., xxix
Gert, Bernard, xxix, xxxi, xxxii
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God, x, , –, , 
as cause, xviii, , , , , 
as creator, , , , , –
decree of, , –, , –, , –, 
and destiny, 
dominion of, , , 
essence of, 
eternity of, –, 
foreknowledge of, –, , –, , , 
freedom of, , –, –, , , 
influence of, , , , 
justice of, –, –
nature of, –, 
and nature, 
power (might) of, –, , , –, 
prescience of: see God: foreknowledge of
right of, 
and sin, , –
will of, –, , , , , ; antecedent,

–; consequent, –; revealed, ;
secret, 

Goldsmith, M. M., xxix
good, –, , –, –, –, 

see also good and evil
good and evil, , , , , 

see also consequences, good and evil; ethics

habit, –, , , , , 
Hargreaves, Mary, xxix
Harley manuscript, xxxii, 
Herculeum, 
Hill, Christopher, xxx
Homer, , 
Honderich, Ted, xxx
Hood, F. C., xxix
hope, , , , 
Horace, , 
Huggard, E. M., xxix
Hunter, Graeme, xxix

imagination, , , , –, 
see also deliberation: and imagination

impediment, xviii, xxi, , , , , –, –
inclination, –, , , , , 

see also proclivity
incompatibilism, xi, xxii–xxiii
indifference, , , 
influence, , 

general, , , , 
special, , , , , 

intention, , , , , , 

Jansenism, xi
jargon: see Scholasticism: language of

Jesuit, 
John the Baptist, 
judgement, , , 

dictate of, , 
last (divine), 
of right reason, , , –, 
of the understanding, –, –, –, ,

–
see also reason; understanding

justice and injustice, xiii–xiv, , –, –,
–, –

Juvenal, 

Kenny, Anthony, xxx

law, xiii–xiv, , , –, , –, –, 
eternal, –
of nature, , , 

Leibniz, Gottfried Wilhelm, xvii, xxix
Leijenhorst, Cees, xxix
Lesbian rule, 
Lessay, Franck, xxviii, xxxii, , , 
Leviathan, 
libertarianism, xi, xxii–xxiii
liberty

from compulsion: see freedom: from
compulsion

of contradiction and of contrariety, , 
of election: see choice: free
of exercise and of specification, , , , 
from necessitation: see freedom: from

necessitation
proofs of drawn from reason: alleged by

Bramhall, –; criticized by Hobbes, 
–

proofs of out of Scripture: alleged by
Bramhall, –; criticized by Hobbes, –

see also freedom
Lipsius, Justus, , , 
Livy, , 
Locke, John, xix
Loeb Classical Library, xxxiii
Lucretia, 
Luther, Martin, xi, , 

Macdonald, Hugh, xxix
Malcolm, Noel, xxviii
man, xiii, , , , , –, 

free, xviii, , , , , , –, ; see also
agent: free

rational, , 
Martinich, A. P., xxix
materialism, xii–xiii, 
meaning: see sense (meaning)
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means (instruments), –, , , 
means and ends, xiv, , –, , , , ,

–
Medea, –
Mele, Alfred R., xxx
might: see power (might)
Mintz, S. I., xxx
Molesworth, Sir William, xxviii, xxxi, xxxii,

xxxiii, 
Molina, Luis de, xi, xv, 
morality: see ethics
motion, , , , , 

animal, , , 
metaphorical, , 
natural, , 
see also action

motive, , , , , , –
motus primo primi, , , 

necessitation: see necessity
necessity, xiv, xxii–xxiii, , –, –, , ,

–, –
absolute, , , , , , 
according to Bramhall, –
according to Hobbes, xvi–xviii
of an action: see action: necessary
antecedent, , , , 
Christian, –, 
of the consequence and of the consequent, ,


of constraint, 
extrinsic, , 
hypothetical, –, , , , , , , –
of immutability, 
logical, xvii
moral, , 
natural: see necessity: physical
as opposed to inclination, –
physical (as opposed to logical), xvii
physical (as opposed to moral), , , 
Stoical, –, 
upon a supposition: see necessity: hypothetical
of the will: see will: necessary
see also action: necessary; action: voluntary,

necessity of; agent: necessary; cause:
necessary; freedom: from necessitation;
will: necessary

Newcastle, Marquess of, ix, xxv, , , , 
nonsense: see sense and nonsense
nunc stans, , , 

object
of choice, 
of desire, , , , 

external, –, , –, , , , 
of sense, , , 
of the understanding, , 
of the will, , , , , , 

omission, , , , , 
Ovid, , 
Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology, xxii
Oxford English Dictionary, 

passion, , , , , , 
Paul, Saint, –, 
perception: see sense (perception)
permission, , –, 

see also will: permissive
person: see agent
Peters, Richard, xxx
Petrik, James, xv
piety, , 
pleasure and displeasure, 
Plutarch, 
politics, xiii–xiv, –, –, –
power (ability), , , , , 

within an agent’s, , , , , , 
power (faculty), xv–xvi, , , , –, , ,


locomotive, , 
see also understanding: power (faculty) of;

will: power (faculty) of
power (might), xiii, –, , –, , 

see also God: power (might) of; will: power
(might) of

praise and dispraise, –, –, , 
prayer, , , , –
predetermination: see determination
proclivity, , 

see also inclination
Protagoras, , 
punishment, xiii–xiv, –, , , , –, 

see also reward and punishment

Raphael, D. D., xxx
reason, , –, , –, , 

right, , , , –
see also judgement; understanding

religion, , –, , , 
repentance, , , 
responsibility: see ethics; politics
reward and punishment, , –, –, , , 


right, , , , , 

of nature, , 
right and wrong, xiii, xxii

see also ethics; politics
Robertson, G. C., xxx
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Rooks, Mark, xxviii, xxix, xxxi, xxxii
Ryle, Gilbert, xvi

Sacksteder, William, xxix
Satan: see devil
Scholasticism, xii, xv, , , , , 

language of, , , –, , , –, 
Schoolman: see Scholasticism
Schools: see Scholasticism
Scott-Craig, T. S. K., xxix
Scotus, Duns, xv
Scripture: see Bible
Seneca, 
sense (meaning), xxi, , , –, –, –
sense (perception), , , , 
sense and nonsense, –, –

examples of, , , , , , , 
see also Scholasticism: language of

senses: see sense (perception)
sensus divisus and sensus compositus, , , , 
sequels: see consequences
sin, , –, , –, , 
Skinner, Quentin, xxix
society, xiii, –, , , –
Sorell, Tom, xxx
Sosa, Ernest, xxx
Spinoza, Benedictus de, xvii
spontaneity, , –, , –, –, , , –
Stoicism, , –, 
Suarez, Francisco, xi, xv
subjection, , 
suspension of its action by the will, , –, ,

, , 
Synod of Dort, 

Tarquin, , 
temptation, , , –
Terence, 
Tönnies, Ferdinand, xxix, xxxi, xxxii
Tooley, Michael, xxx
Trusted, Jennifer, xxx
Tuck, Richard, xxiv, xxix, xxx, xxxii

Ulysses, , 
understanding, , , , , , , 

act of, , 
dictate of: see judgement: of the

understanding
judgement of: see judgement: of the

understanding
power (faculty) of, –, , –, , 
see also judgement; reason

Uriah, , , 

Van Inwagen, Peter, xxx
Velleius Paterculus, 
violence: see force
Virgil, , 
volition, xiv, xv, , , 

see also will: act of
voluntariness: see action: voluntary; agent:

voluntary

Warrender, Howard, xxviii
Watson, Gary, xxx
Wernham, A. G., xxix
will, xii–xiii

according to Bramhall, –, –, , –,
–, –

according to Hobbes, , , , , , –,
, 

act of: according to Bramhall, xiv, , , ;
according to Hobbes, xv–xvi, xviii, , ,
, , ; see also volition

free: according to Bramhall, –, –, ;
according to Hobbes, , , , –, ,
; see also free-will

necessary, , , , 
operative, , , 
permissive, , , 
power (faculty) of: according to Bramhall,

xiv–xv, , , ; according to Hobbes,
xv–xvi, , , , , 

power (might) of, –, 
rational, , , , , 
voluntary, 

Wood, Charles T., xxix
world: order, beauty, and perfection of, –, ,
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